
Abstrat for our study1. Our study on line on�gurations in omplex planesLet l = l1[ l2 [ � � �[ l� be a olletion of straight lines R's in R2. Eahline is of the form li = f(x; y) 2 R2jaix + biy + i = 0g for real numbersai; bi and i. Let Li = f(x; y) 2 C2jaix + biy + i = 0g and we haveL = L1 [L2 [ � � � [L�, a olletion of C's in C2. This is alled a real lineon�guration in C2. The omplex projetive plane CP2 is the quotientspae of C3 by identifying (x; y; z) and �(x; y; z) for omplex numbersx; y; z and �. Let Li = f[x; y; z℄ 2 CP2jaix+ biy+ iz = 0g, then we haveL = L1 [ L2 [ � � � [ L�, a olletion of CP1's in CP2. This is alled areal line on�guration in CP2.First we desribe our study on a real line on�guration L in CP2. Weproved the following results onerning the �rst Betti numbers of abelianoverings of CP2 branhed over real line on�gurations:(1) An estimate of the �rst Betti numbers .(2) A haraterization of a entral and general position line on�gura-tions in the terms of the �rst Betti numbers of abelian overings.(3) The �rst Betti numbers of the abelian overings of the real lineon�gurations up to 7omponents.Next we desribe our study on a real line on�guration in C2. For areal line on�guration L, we onstrut a ribbon surfae-link whih has thesame group as L. If L is a entral or general position line on�guration,the onstruted ribbon surfae-link has the minimum genus.2. Our study on links in the three dimensional sphereFirst we desribe our study on 2 omponent links. We give a formulato express the �rst homology groups of the Z2 � Z2 braned overings ofL = K1[K2 in terms of those of three smaller yli branhed overings.Next we desribe our study on a table of links. A. Kawauhi de�neda well-order in the set of links whih indues a well-order in the set of3-manifolds. In fat, he enumerated the �rst 28 prime links and the �rst26 manifolds. We extended the table of links and enumerated the �rst443 prime links. Our argument enables us to disover 7 omissions and 1overlap in Conway's table of prime links of 10 rossings.


